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The Riverton Rifle Reggie Leach 2015-10-10 “It all comes down to making the right life choices,” says
the NHL’s legendary Reggie Leach, and this intimate biography lays bare the decisions that led him to
become one of the best snipers in hockey history. Nicknamed the Riverton Rifle for his thrilling speed
and deadly shooting skills, Leach overcame a childhood marked by poverty and racism to rise through
the NHL, playing for the Stanley Cup-winning 1975 Philadelphia Flyers. Through Leach’s own
recollections, The Riverton Rifle traces his trajectory from humble beginnings to NHL stardom, and
follows the dramatic fall caused by his drinking problem and his subsequent rebirth as a successful
businessman, family man, and pillar of the Aboriginal community.
The Grim Reaper Stu Grimson 2019-10-15 A powerful memoir from an NHL heavyweight champion who
moved from the dressing room to the courtroom. NHL tough guys all tell the same story. They all grew
up dreaming of skating in the big league as stars. Then one day, a coach tells them the only way to
make it is to drop the gloves. And every guy says the same thing: I'll do whatever it takes to play in the
NHL. Not Stu Grimson, though. When he was offered a contract to patrol the ice for the Calgary
Flames, he said no thanks, and went to university instead. And that's the way Grimson has approached
his career and his life: on his own terms. He stared down the toughest players on the planet for
seventeen years, while working on his first university degree. He retired on his own terms, and went on
to practice law, including a stint as in-house counsel for the NHLPA. This has put him in a unique
position when it comes to commenting on the game. He's seen it from the trenches, and he's seen it
from the courtroom. This puts him in the eye of the storm surrounding fighting and concussions. And he
handles that the way he does everything: on his own terms. When Don Cherry called him out on
televison, it was the seemingly indominable Cherry who backed down. Hockey fans will be fascinated by
his data-driven defence of fighting. But in the end, this is not a book about fighting and locker-room
stories. It's the story of a young man who ultimately took on the toughest role in pro sports and came
out the other side. Where many others have not.
Finding Murph Rick Westhead 2020-10-13 Finalist for the Kobo Emerging Writer Prize JOE MURPHY
HAD IT ALL. In 1986, he became the first college-educated hockey player selected first overall in the
NHL entry draft. He won a Stanley Cup in Edmonton four years later. But since then, his life has taken
a tragic turn, largely due to the untreated brain injuries he suffered as a player. Murphy’s life didn’t
begin on a track that would lead to homelessness. He was smart, dedicated to hockey and was a key
player for the Oilers, Red Wings and Blackhawks, among other teams. But one vicious body check
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changed his life forever. Despite being shaken by the hit, Murphy was cleared to return to the game.
Soon after, his entire life seemed to change. Murphy became a journeyman, moving from team to team.
Along the way, other NHLers said they noticed something different about him, too. Murphy wasn’t
acting like himself and soon found himself out of the NHL entirely. Eventually, Murphy became
homeless. In the spring of 2018, Murphy made his way to Kenora, Ontario, where he lived in the bush,
spending his days outside a local convenience store, muttering to himself and taking handouts of food
and drinks from passersby. The player who had once set the NHL aflame now slept by the side of the
road in the unforgiving North. In Finding Murph, Rick Westhead traces the true story of Joe Murphy
and examines the role of the NHL in the downward spiral of one of the league’s most promising players.
Gratoony the Loony Gilles Gratton 17-10-03 One of hockeyÕs most colourful characters, from hockeyÕs
most colourful era, tells all Gilles Gratton was not a typical pro hockey player. He refused to don his
equipment and man his net if the planets were not properly aligned. He skated naked at practice. He
created one of hockeyÕs most famous goalie masks based on his astrological sign. He fought with
coaches and management, speaking his mind to his detriment. Sex, drugs, and rock ÕnÕ roll ruled his
life, not stopping pucks. Truthfully? He never really wanted to be an NHL goaltender; he wanted to be
Tibetan monk. And so, he quit hockey to seek enlightenment. Now, in his autobiography, Gratton teams
up with author Greg Oliver to tell his wild and at times, yes, loony story: from his early days in
Montreal, where his brother Norm Gratton became an NHL player, too; through his stints with the
OHAÕs Oshawa Generals, the Ottawa Nationals and Toronto Toros of the rogue WHA, and the St. Louis
Blues and New York Rangers in the NHL.
Stick to Your Vision Wes Williams 2011 For young adults and people who want help achieving their
goals, Wes's advice based on his life experiences as the "Godfather of Canadian Hip Hop" will guide
them on the right path. As someone who has experienced the highs and lows that come with being a
performer, Wes "Maestro" Williams has had to overcome many challenges in his life. These are also the
same challenges that we all face on the way to where we want to be, and Wes's practical and
empowering strategies will help you get there. Sometimes these obstacles come from within, whether
it's a fear of failure or low self-esteem. Sometimes they come from your circumstances; perhaps there
are people around you who are keeping you down or "in your place," even if they don't mean to. In Stick
to Your Vision, Wes shows you how to define your vision, how to achieve it, and what to do once you're
there. He offers useful tips and advice, as well as inspirational stories and quotes, and exercises that
will keep you moving towards your own vision. From the Hardcover edition.
Connor McDavid Rob Soria 2017-04-01 Even before the Edmonton Oilers selected him as the first
overall draft pick in 2015, it was clear that Connor McDavid was primed to become hockey's next
sensation. His electrifying speed, vision, and overall dominance invited comparisons to the generational
talents of Sidney Crosby and Wayne Gretzky, and it's no wonder McDavid was quickly named the
youngest captain in NHL history after just his rookie season. Now, the young phenom is ready to bring
the glory years back to Oil Country. Providing a rare glimpse into McDavid's life and featuring dozens of
full-color photos, Connor McDavid: Hockey's Next Great One is a must-have for Oilers fans and anyone
who has marveled at No. 97's unparalleled play.
Willie Willie O'Ree 2020-10-20 An inspiring memoir that shows that anyone can achieve their dreams if
they are willing to fight for them. In 1958, Willie O'Ree was a lot like any other player toiling in the
minors. He was good. Good enough to have been signed by the Boston Bruins. Just not quite good
enough to play in the NHL. Until January 18 of that year. O'Ree was finally called up, and when he
stepped out onto the ice against the Montreal Canadiens, not only did he fulfil the childhood dream he
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shared with so many other Canadian kids, he did something that had never been done before. He broke
hockey's colour barrier. Just as his hero, Jackie Robinson, had done for baseball. In that pioneering first
NHL game, O'Ree proved that no one could stop him from being a hockey player. But he soon learned
that he could never be just a hockey player. He would always be a black player, with all that entails.
There were ugly name-calling and stick-swinging incidents, and nights when the Bruins had to be
escorted to their bus by the police. But O'Ree never backed down. When he retired in 1979, he had
played hundreds of games as a pro, and scored hundreds of goals, his boyhood dreams more than
accomplished. In 2018, O'Ree was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in recognition not only of that
legacy, but of the way he has built on it in the decades since. He has been, for twenty years now, an
NHL Executive and has helped the NHL Diversity program expose more than 40,000 boys and girls of
diverse backgrounds to unique hockey experiences. Inspiring, frank, and shot through with the kind of
understated courage and decency required to change the world, Willie is a story for anyone willing to
persevere for a dream.
Black Ice Valmore James 2015-02-01 The first black American in the NHL tells his story Val James
became the first African American player in the NHL when he took to the ice with the Buffalo Sabres in
1982, and in 1987 he became the first black player of any nationality to skate for the Toronto Maple
Leafs. Born in central Florida, James grew up on Long Island and received his first pair of skates for his
13th birthday. At 16, James left home to play in Canada, where he was the only black person in junior
and, often, in the whole town. While popular for his tough play and winning personality, the teenager
faced racist taunts at opposing arenas, and the prejudice continued at all levels of the game. In his two
NHL stints, James defined himself as a smart team player and opponent, known for his pugilistic skills.
Black Ice is the untold story of a trail-blazing athlete who endured and overcame discrimination to
realize his dreams and become an inspiration for future generations.
Calling the Shots Kelly Hrudey 2017-10-24 Few people have had a better front row seat to hockey
history than Kelly Hrudey, whose former teammates include Mike Bossy, Denis Potvin, Jari Kurri, Paul
Coffey and Wayne Gretzky, among many others of the game’s greats. In 1987, he stood tall in net during
the Easter Epic, the longest playoff game in Islanders history. Kelly made seventy-three saves (to this
day an NHL record for most saves made in a playoff game) against the Capitals before Pat LaFontaine
scored the winner in the fourth overtime period of Game Seven at two o’clock in the morning. Later that
year, Kelly was in the Canada Cup lineup of one of the most talented teams ever assembled on ice. In
1989, he joined Wayne Gretzky and Marty McSorley on a team that took Los Angeles by storm: the
Kings went all the way to the Stanley Cup final against the Canadiens in 1993. Hrudey is now a wellrespected hockey analyst and broadcaster and has watched with a keen eye as the game continues to
evolve. Through it all, he has seen greatness and missed opportunities, inspiring moments and outright
craziness. Working with bestselling author Kirstie McLellan Day, Kelly delivers a lively and thoughtful
memoir, rich in behind-the-scenes anecdotes, humour and insight.
Who Is Wayne Gretzky? Gail Herman 2015-02-05 After breaking or tying more than sixty records in
hockey, it's no wonder that Wayne Gretzky is known as "The Great One." Born in Brantford, Ontario, on
January 26, 1961, in a nation obsessed with the sport, he threw himself into the game practically from
the time he first laced up a pair of skates. When he retired from the NHL in 1999, he had led several
teams to Stanley Cup victories, competed in the Olympics, and changed the way hockey was played
forever. Known for his love for family and as a truly decent human being, Wayne Gretzky is revealed as
more than a sports legend in this easy-to-read biography.
The Battle of Alberta Mark Spector 2017-10-03 An up-close look at the rivalry between the Calgary
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Flames and the Edmonton Oilers, told from the perspective of those that were there. Sports writer and
on-air personality Mark Spector pays tribute to the province's hockey heyday with a unique blend of
humour and homage. "I hated every single guy on the Oilers, 'cause they all hated me." --Tim Hunter,
the Calgary Flames In the 1980s, the province of Alberta was home to the two best hockey teams in the
NHL. Aptly dubbed "Death Valley" due to the sheer talent and ability of its players, the province not
only begat rivalry with other NHL teams, but also sparked fierce competition within its own borders.
Thus began The Battle of Alberta, the historic struggle between the Edmonton Oilers and the Calgary
Flames. In The Battle of Alberta, veteran sports journalist Mark Spector presents homage to Albertan
hockey, and the two teams that inspired one of the most bitter competitions in NHL history. Through
exclusive interviews with coaches, trainers, and players, Spector provides an unbiased, often hilarious
look at the brawls, the clashes, and the schemes. A chronicle of an unforgettable time in hockey history
(filled with never-before-seen photographs), The Battle of Alberta is guaranteed to entertain fans and
educate newcomers alike.
Cujo Kirstie Day 2018-11-27 Curtis Joseph, known affectionately to hockey fans around the world as
Cujo, was an unlikely NHL superstar. The boy from Keswick, Ontario, didn’t put on a pair of skates until
most kids his age were already far along in organized hockey, and he was passed over by every team in
the NHL draft. Despite an unorthodox start, he would go on to play 18 seasons with the St. Louis Blues,
Edmonton Oilers, Toronto Maple Leafs, Detroit Red Wings, Phoenix Coyotes, and Calgary Flames,
winning an Olympic gold medal along the way.For the first time, in this revealing memoir, Joseph talks
about his highly unusual upbringing and what led him to pursue hockey. Fans will not want to miss this
untold story of perseverance and finding one's own path.
Puckstruck Stephen Smith 2014-10-25 Like many a Canadian kid, Stephen Smith was up on skates first
thing as a boy, out in the weather chasing a puck and the promise of an NHL career. Back indoors after
that didn’t quite work out, he turned to the bookshelf. That’s where, without entirely meaning to, he
ended up reading all the hockey books. There was Crunch and Boom Boom, Slashing! and High Stick;
there was Max Bentley: Hockey’s Dipsy-Doodle Dandy, Blue Line Murder, and Nagano, a Czech hockey
opera. There was Blood on the Ice, Cracked Ice, Fire On Ice, Power On Ice, Cowboy On Ice, and Steel
On Ice. In Puckstruck, Smith chronicles his wide-eyed and sometimes wincing wander through hockey’s
literature, language, and culture, weighing its excitement and unbridled joy against its costs and vexing
brutality. In exploring his own lifelong love of the game, hoping to surprise some sense out of it, he sifts
hockey’s narratives in search of hockey’s heart, what it means and why it should distress us even as we
celebrate its glories. On a journey to discover what the game might have to say about who we are as
Canadians, he seeks to answer some of its essential riddles.
Before the Lights Go Out Sean Fitz-Gerald 2020-10-06 A Globe and Mail Best Book A finalist for the
Rakuten Kobo Emerging Writer Prize A love letter to a sport that's losing itself, from one of our best
sports writers. Hockey is approaching a state of crisis in Canada. It's become more expensive, more
exclusive, and effectively off-limits to huge swaths of the potential sports-loving population. Youth
registration numbers are stagnant; efforts to appeal to new Canadians are often grim at best; the game,
increasingly, does not resemble the country of which it's for so long been an integral part. As a lifelong
hockey fan and father of a young mixed-race son falling headlong in love with the game, Sean FitzGerald wanted to get to the roots of these issues. His entry point: a season with the Peterborough Petes,
a storied OHL team far from its former glory in a once-emblematic Canadian city that is finding itself on
the wrong side of the country's changing demographics. Fitz-Gerald profiles the players, coaches and
front office staff, a mix of world-class talents with NHL aspirations and Peterborough natives happy
with more modest dreams. Through their experiences, their widely varied motivations and expectations,
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we get a rich, colourful understanding of who ends up playing hockey in Canada and why. Fitz-Gerald
interweaves the action of the season with portraits of public figures who've shaped and been shaped by
the game: authors who captured its spirit, politicians who exploited it, and broadcasters who try to
embody and sell it. He finds his way into community meetings full of angry season ticket holders, as
well as into sterile boardrooms full of the sport's institutional brain trust, unable to break away from the
inertia of tradition and hopelessly at war with itself. Before the Lights Go Out is a moving, funny, yet
unsettling picture of a sport at a crossroads. Fitz-Gerald's warm but rigorous journalistic approach
reads, in the end, like a letter to a troubled friend: it's not too late to save hockey in this country, but
who has the will to do it?
Tough Guy Bob Probert 2010-10-01 Documenting his notorious career with the Detroit Red Wings and
the Chicago Blackhawks, Bob Probert details in this autobiography how he racked up points, penalty
minutes, and bar bills, establishing himself as one of the most feared enforcers in the history of the
NHL. As Probert played as hard off the ice as on, he went through rehab 10 times, was suspended
twice, was jailed for carrying cocaine across the border, and survived a near fatal motorcycle crash all
during his professional career, and he wanted to tell his story in his own words to set the record
straight. When he died unexpectedly of a heart attack at the age of 45 on July 5, 2010, he was hard at
work on his memoir—a gripping journey through the life of Bob Probert, with jaw-dropping stories of his
on-ice battles and his reckless encounters with drugs, alcohol, police, customs officials, courts, and the
NHL, told in his own voice and with his rich sense of humor.
Jay Versus the Saxophone of Doom Kara Kootstra 2017-01-03 Who knew grade six music could be so
scary? For kids who love The Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The Dork Diaries comes a hilarious new entry
into funny middle-grade novels. Jay Roberts loves hockey. He's good at it. He also loves his hockey hero,
Bobby Orr, considered a legend by Jay's grandfather. In fact, even though they may bicker, when it
comes to the Bruins, the whole family agrees that they are the team to root for. When it comes to
hockey, Jay's a team player, but there's one person who seems determined to make life hard for Jay: his
classmate and fellow team member, Mick Bartlet. It's a good thing Jay can usually stickhandle his way
out of his bullying. But something else is determined to make Jay's life difficult, something far harder
for Jay to play: the saxophone. Sixth grade just became a whole lot more challenging ...
The Game: 30th Anniversary Edition Ken Dryden 2013-09-01 Widely acknowledged as the best hockey
book ever written and lauded by Sports Illustrated as one of the Top 10 Sports Books of All Time, The
Game is a reflective and thought-provoking look at a life in hockey. Ken Dryden, the former Montreal
Canadiens goalie and former president of the Toronto Maple Leafs, captures the essence of the sport
and what it means to all hockey fans. He gives vivid and affectionate portraits of the characters—Guy
Lafleur, Larry Robinson, Guy Lapointe, Serge Savard, and coach Scotty Bowman among them—who
made the Canadiens of the 1970s one of the greatest hockey teams in history. But beyond that, Dryden
reflects on life on the road, in the spotlight, and on the ice, offering a rare inside look at the game of
hockey and an incredible personal memoir. This commemorative edition marks the 30th anniversary of
the book's original publication, and it includes a new foreword by Bill Simmons, new photography, and
a new chapter, &“The Game Goes On.&” Take a journey to the heart and soul of the game with this
timeless hockey classic.
Sidney Crosby Bill Redban 2014-12-13 Discover The Inspirational Story of Hockey Superstar Sidney
Crosby!Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device!You're about to discover the
incredibly inspirational story of hockey superstar Sidney Crosby. If you're reading this then you must be
a Sidney Crosby fan, like so many others. As a fan, you must wonder how this man is so talented and
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want to know more about him. Sidney is considered as one of the greatest hockey players in the world
and it's been an honor to be able to watch him play throughout his young career. This book will reveal
to you much about Sidney's story and the many accomplishments throughout his career.Here Is A
Preview Of What You'll Learn... Youth and Family Life Pre-NHL and International Career NHL Career
and Personal Life Legacy, Charitable Acts and much more! If you want to learn more about Sidney
Crosby, then this book is for you. It will reveal to you many things that you did not know about this
incredible hockey star!About the Author:Inspirational Stories is a series aimed at highlighting the great
athletes of our society. Our mission is to present the stories of athletes who are not only impactful in
their sport, but also great people outside of it. The athletes we write about have gone above and beyond
to become impactful in their community and great role models for the youth, all while showing
excellence in their profession. We publish concise, easily consumable books that portray the turning
points in the lives of these great athletes, while also giving the context in which they occurred. Our
books are especially great for children who look up to sports figures. Hopefully these athletes can serve
as a source of inspiration and their stories can provide life lessons that are practical for fans of any
demographic.
Unbreakable Mike Brophy 2016-10-18 In only his 3rd NHL season, Wayne Gretzky set the unbeatable
NHL record - scoring 50 goals in just 39 games. A book for the devoted Gretzky fans, and books like 99
by Al Strachan. Unbreakable: 50 Goals in 39 Games, Wayne Gretzky and the Story of Hockey's Greatest
Record sets out to chronicle that unforgettable streak of 39 games in the fall of 1981, when a 20-yearold wunderkind from the town of Brantford, Ontario, captured the imagination of not just the hockey
world but the world at large and emerged as both the game's biggest star and it's most recognizable
face. Published on the 35th anniversary of this remarkable feat, the story of this unforgettable season is
chronicled by renowned hockey authors Mike Brophy and Todd Denault. Based on new interviews with
Wayne Gretzky and with those who surrounded him during his magical run at hockey's greatest record,
Unbreakable: 50 Goals in 39 Games, Wayne Gretzky and the Story of Hockey's Greatest Record will
detail on a game-by-game basis Gretzky's stellar run towards hockey immortality, through extensive
research and the reminiscences of those who were there, including teammates, and players from
opposing teams.
Gretzky to Lemieux Ed Willes 2008-11-19 Gretzky, Lemieux, Messier, Coffey, Fuhr, all on the same
team — in their prime. The greatest collection of hockey talent ever assembled, playing the games of
their lives. Three epic 6-5 contests between Canada and the Soviet Union decided the ’87 Canada Cup.
Canada evened the series, after the Soviets won Game 1, when Gretzky’s fifth assist of the game set up
Lemieux’s hat trick, ending Game 2 in double overtime. Game 2 is widely considered one of the greatest
hockey games ever played. With time running out in Game 3, after Canada battled back from a 3-0
deficit, Team Canada coach Mike Keenan sent the Gretzky / Lemieux / Hawerchuk line on the ice for a
faceoff in Canada’s end. The rest is history as Gretzky, Lemieux, and Larry Murphy rushed up the ice,
Gretzky skating on the left wing, setting up Lemieux’s game-winner in the slot with 1:26 left in the
game. Gretzky’s pass to Lemieux, followed by Lemieux’s goal, is one of the most memorable plays in
hockey history. Gretzky to Lemieux captures the on-ice drama that led to the historic three-game final,
and the stories behind it. Ed Willes adds depth and weight to the games by revealing the rebellion
among Soviet hockey stars in the early days of Glasnost and a crumbling Soviet Union; the trouble
brewing for Alan Eagleson; the ascendancy of Mario Lemieux; and the end of the glorious Gretzky era in
Edmonton. Packed with interviews of players and coaches, Gretzky to Lemieux tells the full story of the
greatest hockey ever played.
Tourney Time David La Vaque 2020-03
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The Game Ken Dryden 2009-12-10 Widely acknowledged as the best hockey book ever written and
lauded by Sports Illustrated as one of the Top 10 Sports Books of All Time, The Game is a reflective and
thought-provoking look at a life in hockey. Intelligent and insightful, former Montreal Canadiens goalie
and former President of the Toronto Maple Leafs, Ken Dryden captures the essence of the sport and
what it means to all hockey fans. He gives us vivid and affectionate portraits of the characters — Guy
Lafleur, Larry Robinson, Guy Lapointe, Serge Savard, and coach Scotty Bowman among them — that
made the Canadiens of the 1970s one of the greatest hockey teams in history. But beyond that, Dryden
reflects on life on the road, in the spotlight, and on the ice, offering up a rare inside look at the game of
hockey and an incredible personal memoir. This commemorative edition marks the 20th anniversary of
The Game's original publication. It includes black and white photography from the Hockey Hall of Fame
and a new chapter from the author. Take a journey to the heart and soul of the game with this timeless
hockey classic.
The Champion's Comeback Jim Afremow 2016-05-10 Your ultimate guide to overcoming losses and
injuries and achieving greatness—on and off the field. Leading sports psychologist Jim Afremow, author
of The Champion’s Mind, knows what makes good athletes great, especially when they come back to
win after facing devastating injuries, tough obstacles, or seemingly insurmountable odds. Making a
comeback isn’t just about raw talent or athletic ability—it’s the mental game that counts most. In the
new paperback edition of The Champion’s Comeback, he offers winning strategies for athletes of any
age or skill level to get mentally psyched for competition, quickly rebound after a loss, and overcome
injuries (and the fear of re-injury). Afremow explores the psychology of commitment and shows you how
to develop the core confidence of repeat champions. Featuring unique tips and advice, including guided
imagery scripts, easy-to-follow mental training exercises, and motivating stories of famous “comeback”
athletes, The Champion’s Comeback is the ultimate athlete’s handbook, encouraging you to not only
stay in the game but also achieve greatness, no matter what.
Grant Fuhr Grant Fuhr 2015-10-27 The Hall of Fame story of Grant Fuhr, the first black superstar in
the National Hockey League and the last line of defense for the Edmonton Oilers dynasty, told through
Fuhr's 10 most important games. Grant Fuhr was the best goalie in the league at a time when hockey
was at its most exciting. Wayne Gretzky's Edmonton Oilers were arguably the greatest team in league
history, and during the 1980s arguably the most popular team across the United States, even if many
had little idea where Edmonton was. They were that good. And so was Fuhr: Gretzky called him the best
goaltender in the world. Fuhr broke the colour barrier for NHL goaltenders when he played his first
game for the Oilers in 1981, and was an inspiration for later players including future Hall of Famer
Jarome Iginla. But in addition to their dynastic run of Stanley Cup championships, the Oilers were also
synonymous with the excesses of the decade: Fuhr himself was suspended for substance use, a discredit
he had to fight back from--and did, going on to set career records and earning election to the Hall of
Fame in his first year of eligibility.
Sports Idols' Idols Scott Lynn 2015-11-17 You probably had a childhood idol—that one special person
who meant the world to you. It might have been a family member, a teacher or a coach. It’s also quite
possible you were first drawn to a professional athlete you saw on television or read about in a
magazine or newspaper. Many of us once dreamed of becoming a pro athlete just like our first
childhood hero. But, do the athletes we idolize have someone they considered to be extra special when
they were kids? In Sports Idols’ Idols, nearly 150 past and present athletes—including dozens of Hall of
Famers—share stories about their very first childhood heroes. They discuss what it was like the first
time they met their idols. Many experienced euphoria. However, a few were crushed when their
encounters did not go as anticipated. In this oral history, some of the most well-known sports figures
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from yesterday and today tell you about their idols and about special moments in their lives and
careers. Go ahead! Reach for the stars! In Sports Idols’ Idols, sports fans of all ages will learn about the
heroes of their heroes.
A Fly in a Pail of Milk Herb Carnegie 2019-11-08 Revised and updated with commentary from Bernice
Carnegie, Herb’s daughter, and life lessons passed from father to daughter Herbert Carnegie was the
complete hockey package in the 1940s and 1950s. Though his contributions to society both in sport and
education have been referenced and profiled in books, documentaries, and thousands of articles, this is
Carnegie’s own account of striving to break the glass ceiling, starting with his career as a professional
hockey player on all-white teams. In 1978, noted hockey journalist Stan Fischler wrote a powerful
headline about Carnegie: “Born Too Soon.” A Fly in a Pail of Milk reveals the feelings of a trailblazer —
a man who proved to be unstoppable on the ice and in his resolve to make our world a better place. In
this new edition, Herb’s daughter Bernice Carnegie shares stories about what it was like to work closely
with Herb on youth and educational projects for more than 30 years. She also reflects on parts of her
father’s writings, sharing personal thoughts, family stories, and conversations about how his journey
profoundly influenced her life.
Killer Doug Gilmour 2017-10-17 The #1 Bestselling Canadian Non-Fiction Book of the Year They called
him Killer. Doug Gilmour didn’t look fearsome on a pair of skates—being an “undersized” forward would
plague him during his early career—but few players matched his killer instincts in the faceoff circle or
in front of the net. The Hockey Hall of Famer from Kingston, Ontario, played for seven teams over his
twenty-year career, netting 450 goals and 964 assists during the regular season and another 188 points
in the playoffs, making him one of the highest-scoring centres of all time. Gilmour played a big role in
the 1989 Stanley Cup victory, scoring the winning goal for the Calgary Flames. Perhaps most famously,
he led the Toronto Maple Leafs to multiple winning seasons and in 1993, took them to the brink of their
first Stanley Cup final in decades, only to lose out on one of the most controversial calls in hockey
history. In Killer, Doug Gilmour bares all about his on- and off-the-ice exploits and escapades. Gilmour
has always been frank with the media, and his memoir is as revealing as it is hilarious. He played with
the greatest players of his generation, and his love for the game and for life are legendary.
99: Stories of the Game Wayne Gretzky 2016-10-18 In this sports memoir, Wayne Gretzky weaves
memories of his legendary career with an inside look at professional hockey and the heroes and stories
that inspired him. From minor-hockey phenomenon to Hall of Fame sensation, Wayne Gretzky rewrote
the record books, his accomplishments becoming the stuff of legend. Dubbed “The Great One,” he is
considered by many to be the greatest hockey player who ever lived. No one has seen more of the game
than he has—but he has never discussed in depth just what it was he saw. For the first time, Gretzky
discusses candidly what the game looks like to him and introduces us to the people who inspired and
motivated him: mentors, teammates, rivals, the famous and the lesser known. Weaving together lives
and moments from an extraordinary career, he reflects on the players who inflamed his imagination
when he was a kid, the way he himself figured in the dreams of so many who came after; takes us onto
the ice and into the dressing rooms to meet the friends who stood by him and the rivals who spurred
him to greater heights; shows us some of the famous moments in hockey history through the eyes of
someone who regularly made that history. Warm, direct, and revelatory, it is a book that gives us
number 99, the man and the player, like never before.
Scotty Ken Dryden 2020-10-27 NATIONAL BESTSELLER A hockey life like no other. A hockey book like
no other. Scotty Bowman is recognized as the best coach in hockey history, and one of the greatest
coaches in all of sports. He won more games and more Stanley Cups than anyone else. Despite all the
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changes in hockey, he coached at the very top for more than four decades, his first Cup win and his last
an astonishing thirty-nine years apart. Yet perhaps most uniquely, different from anyone else who has
ever lived or ever will again, he has continuously experienced the best of hockey since he was fourteen
years old. With his precious standing room pass to the Montreal Forum, he saw "Rocket" Richard play
at his peak every Saturday night. He saw Gordie Howe as a seventeen-year-old just starting out. He
scouted Bobby Orr as a thirteen-year-old in Parry Sound, Ontario. He coached Guy Lafleur and Mario
Lemieux. He coached against Wayne Gretzky. For the past decade, as an advisor for the Chicago
Blackhawks, he has watched Sidney Crosby, Alex Ovechkin, and Connor McDavid. He has seen it all up
close. Ken Dryden was a Hall-of-Fame goaltender with the Montreal Canadiens. His critically acclaimed
and bestselling books have shaped the way we read and think about hockey. Now the player and coach
who won five Stanley Cups together team up once again as Dryden gives his coach a new test: Tell us
about all these players and teams you've seen, but imagine yourself as their coach. Tell us about their
weaknesses, not just their strengths. Tell us how you would coach them and coach against them. And
then choose the top eight teams of all time, match them up against one another in a playoff series, and,
separating the near-great from the great, tell us who would win. And why. Scotty is about a life—a
hockey life, a Canadian life, a life of achievement. It is Scotty Bowman in his natural element, behind
the bench one more time.
Breaking the Ice Cecil Harris 2007 Black hockey players from Grant Fuhr to Jarome Iginla speak
candidly for the first time about their experiences in the NHL. Since 1958, thirty-seven black men have
played in the National Hockey League. Out of the 600 players active today, fourteen are black. Breaking
the Ice: The Black Experience in Professional Hockey is the first book to tell the unique stories of black
hockey players - how they overcame or succumbed to racial and cultural prejudices to play Canada's
favourite pastime. Sports journalist Cecil Harris outlines in detail the personal and professional battles
as well as the vict.
My Heroes Have Always Been Indians Dr. Cora J. Voyageur 2018-11-14 In a series of inspirational
profiles, Cora Voyageur celebrates 100 remarkable Indigenous Albertans whose achievements have
enriched their communities, the province, and the world. As a child, Cora rarely saw Indigenous
individuals represented in her history textbooks or in pop culture. Willie Nelson sang “My Heroes Have
Always Been Cowboys,” but Cora wondered, where were the heroes who looked like her? She chose the
title of her book in response, to help reflect her reality. In fact, you don’t have to look very hard to find
Indigenous Albertans excelling in every field, from the arts to business and everything in between. Cora
wrote this book to ensure these heroes receive their proper due. Some of the individuals in this
collection need no introduction, while others are less well known. From past and present and from all
walks of life, these 100 Indigenous heroes share talent, passion, and legacies that made a lasting
impact. Read about: - Douglas Cardinal, the architect whose iconic, flowing designs grace cities across
Alberta, across Canada, and in Washington, DC, - Nellie Carlson, a dedicated activist whose work
advanced the cause of Indigenous women and the education of Indigenous children, - Alex Janvier,
whose pioneering work has firmly established him as one of Canada’s greatest artists, - Moostoos, “The
Buffalo,” the spokesperson for the Cree in Treaty 8 talks who fought tirelessly to defend his People’s
rights, - And many more.
The Best Seat in the House Jamie McLennan 2012-09-17 A back-up goalie's hilarious behind-the-mask
look at life in the NHL Jamie McLennan spent twenty years playing professional hockey. Sort of. As the
backup for such legendary goalies as Grant Fuhr, Ron Hextall, Roberto Luongo, and Miikka Kiprusoff,
he saw everything—except much playing time. In The Best Seat in the House, McLennan looks back on
his unique career, from breaking into the NHL, to working with the legends, to life on the road and in
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the league, offering readers an unprecedented glimpse into life inside the locker room. Filled with tales
of camaraderie and crazy antics, the book covers 20 years on and off the ice—including McLennan's
disastrous meeting with Gene Simmons, accidentally calling Lady Gaga a troll to her face, charging an
opposing team's mascot on the orders of legendary coach Billy Smith, and even how he hid a hotdog in
his gear for an in-game snack. A collection of hilarious, strange, and sometimes unbelievable stories
about hockey, the NHL, and celebrity from throughout the career of NHL backup goalie Jamie
McLennan A deeply personal account of life on and off the ice, packed with hilarious personal anecdotes
Co-written with Sportsnet's Ian Mendes The Best Seat in the House is an irreverent look at the life of a
professional hockey player, on the ice, on the bench, and in the dressing room, that is sure to delight
hockey fans everywhere.
Grit and Glory Lorna Schultz Nicholson 2018-10-30 The complete story of the Edmonton Oilers--from
Wayne Gretzky and the dynasty years, to Connor McDavid and the future, and everything in between.
When the Edmonton Oilers joined the NHL in 1979, the team owner, Peter Pocklington, proclaimed they
would win their first Stanley Cup within five years. A bold statement that turned out to be half right:
they not only won the Cup in 1984, but won it four more times over the next six years, forging one of
the most dominant dynasties ever. The Oilers have always been a team of determination--fast scoring,
hard hitting, and creative hockey that has earned them loyal fans across North America. The team has
faced adversity, both on and off the ice. As a small market team, the Oilers have struggled to compete in
the NHL, but always found a way. From the biggest trade in history that saw the Great One leave for
L.A., to the eleventh hour negotiations that kept the team in Edmonton with a cadre of thirty-seven
passionate owners--there is no club like it. And now with super star Connor McDavid leading the roster
there's never been greater promise for the future. With forty years of NHL action to celebrate,
acclaimed sports writer Lorna Schultz Nicholson takes a journey back to the Oiler's phenomenal highs
and challenging lows, the larger than life characters and amazing records, to tell the remarkable story
of the hardest working club in the game. Fully illustrated with rare and exciting images, and published
in full partnership with the Edmonton Oilers, this is the must have book for Oilers fans, and hockey
fans, everywhere.
The Best Seat In The House Jamie McLennan 2013-07-16 A back-up goalie's hilarious behind-the-mask
look at life in the NHL Jamie McLennan spent twenty years playing professional hockey. Sort of. As the
backup for such legendary goalies as Grant Fuhr, Ron Hextall, Roberto Luongo, and Miikka Kiprusoff,
he saw everything—except much playing time. In The Best Seat in the House, McLennan looks back on
his unique career, from breaking into the NHL, to working with the legends, to life on the road and in
the league, offering readers an unprecedented glimpse into life inside the locker room. Filled with tales
of camaraderie and crazy antics, the book covers 20 years on and off the ice—including McLennan's
disastrous meeting with Gene Simmons, accidentally calling Lady Gaga a troll to her face, charging an
opposing team's mascot on the orders of legendary coach Billy Smith, and even how he hid a hotdog in
his gear for an in-game snack. A collection of hilarious, strange, and sometimes unbelievable stories
about hockey, the NHL, and celebrity from throughout the career of NHL backup goalie Jamie
McLennan A deeply personal account of life on and off the ice, packed with hilarious personal anecdotes
Co-written with Sportsnet's Ian Mendes The Best Seat in the House is an irreverent look at the life of a
professional hockey player, on the ice, on the bench, and in the dressing room, that is sure to delight
hockey fans everywhere.
Fuhr on Goaltending Grant Fuhr 1988
Hockey Is for Me Jamal Mayers 2020-02-20
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The Best Seat in the House Jamie McLennan 2012-08-02 A back-up goalie's hilarious behind-themask look at life in the NHL Jamie McLennan spent twenty years playing professional hockey. Sort of.
As the backup for such legendary goalies as Grant Fuhr, Ron Hextall, Roberto Luongo, and Miikka
Kiprusoff, he saw everything—except much playing time. In The Best Seat in the House, McLennan
looks back on his unique career, from breaking into the NHL, to working with the legends, to life on the
road and in the league, offering readers an unprecedented glimpse into life inside the locker room.
Filled with tales of camaraderie and crazy antics, the book covers 20 years on and off the ice—including
McLennan's disastrous meeting with Gene Simmons, accidentally calling Lady Gaga a troll to her face,
charging an opposing team's mascot on the orders of legendary coach Billy Smith, and even how he hid
a hotdog in his gear for an in-game snack. A collection of hilarious, strange, and sometimes
unbelievable stories about hockey, the NHL, and celebrity from throughout the career of NHL backup
goalie Jamie McLennan A deeply personal account of life on and off the ice, packed with hilarious
personal anecdotes Co-written with Sportsnet's Ian Mendes The Best Seat in the House is an irreverent
look at the life of a professional hockey player, on the ice, on the bench, and in the dressing room, that
is sure to delight hockey fans everywhere.
Patrick Roy Michel Roy 2015-10-01 Reveals the man behind the mask—the triumphs and failures of one
of the greatest goaltenders in the history of hockeyIn the early 1970s, a young Patrick Roy laced up his
hockey skates for the very first time, like thousands of other kids. More than 30 years later, his
indomitable will to win and his focus on being the very best brought him four Stanley Cups, three Conn
Smythe trophies, three Vezina trophies, and many more individual honors. An incredible hockey talent
who was instrumental in changing the very art of goaltending, Roy's success was driven as much by
determination and perseverance as by talent. Patrick Roy: Winning, Nothing Else brings to life Roy's
phenomenal career and unmasks his more mysterious personal side. Michel Roy, the father of this great
sports legend, reveals what makes Patrick tick, taking us behind the scenes and into the family life of
one of the greatest goaltenders of all time.
The Rebel League Ed Willes 2011-03-18 The wildest seven years in the history of hockey The Rebel
League celebrates the good, the bad, and the ugly of the fabled WHA. It is filled with hilarious
anecdotes, behind the scenes dealing, and simply great hockey. It tells the story of Bobby Hull’ s
astonishing million-dollar signing, which helped launch the league, and how he lost his toupee in an onice scrap. It explains how a team of naked Birmingham Bulls ended up in an arena concourse spoiling
for a brawl. How the Oilers had to smuggle fugitive forward Frankie “Seldom” Beaton out of their
dressing room in an equipment bag. And how Mark Howe sometimes forgot not to yell “Dad!” when he
called for his teammate father, Gordie, to pass. There’s the making of Slap Shot, that classic of modern
cinema, and the making of the virtuoso line of Hull, Anders Hedberg, and Ulf Nilsson. It began as the
moneymaking scheme of two California lawyers. They didn’ t know much about hockey, but they sure
knew how to shake things up. The upstart WHA introduced to the world 27 new hockey franchises, a
trail of bounced cheques, fractious lawsuits, and folded teams. It introduced the crackpots, goons, and
crazies that are so well remembered as the league’s bizarre legacy. But the hit-and-miss league was
much more than a travelling circus of the weird and wonderful. It was the vanguard that drove hockey
into the modern age. It ended the NHL’s monopoly, freed players from the reserve clause, ushered in
the 18-year-old draft, moved the game into the Sun Belt, and put European players on the ice in
numbers previously unimagined. The rebel league of the WHA gave shining stars their big-league debut
and others their swan song, and provided high-octane fuel for some spectacular flameouts. By the end
of its seven years, there were just six teams left standing, four of which—the Winnipeg Jets, Quebec
Nordiques, Edmonton Oilers, and Hartford Whalers—would wind up in the expanded NHL.
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No One Wins Alone Mark Messier 2021-10-26 The legendary Hall of Fame hockey player and six-time
Stanley Cup champion tells his complete story for the first time, sharing the lessons about leadership
and teamwork that defined his career, in this “inspirational memoir that transcends sports” (David
Grann, #1 New York Times bestselling author). Mark Messier is one of the most accomplished athletes
in the history of professional sports. He was a fierce competitor with a well-earned reputation as a
winner. But few people know his real story, not only of the astonishing journey he took to making NHL
history, but of the deep understanding of leadership and respect for the power of teamwork he gained.
Messier tells of his early years with his tight-knit family, learning especially from his father, Doug—a
hockey player, coach, and teacher. He describes what it was like entering the NHL as a teenager with a
wild side, and growing close with teammates Wayne Gretzky, Kevin Lowe, Paul Coffey, Glenn Anderson,
and others during their high-flying dynasty years with the Edmonton Oilers. He chronicles summers
spent looking for inspiration and renewed energy on trips to exotic destinations around the world. And
he recounts the highs, lows, and hard work that brought the New York Rangers to the ultimate moment
for a hockey club: lifting the Stanley Cup. Throughout, Messier shares insights about success, winning
cultures, and how leaders can help teams overcome challenges. Told with heart and sincerity, No One
Wins Alone “is about much more than just hockey. It has lessons anyone can use—be it in sports,
business, or life” (Jack Nicklaus, PGA Major Championship winner and author of My Golden Lessons).
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